Abstract. Classical solvers for the dense symmetric eigenvalue problem suffer from the first step involving a reduction to tridiagonal form that is dominated by the cost of accessing memory during the panel factorization. The solution is to reduce the matrix to a banded form, which then requires the eigenvalues of the banded matrix to be computed. The standard D&C algorithm can be modified for this purpose. The paper combines this insight with tile algorithms that can be scheduled via a dynamic runtime system to multicore architectures. A detailed analysis of performance and accuracy is included. Performance improvements of 14-fold and 4-fold speedups are reported relative to LAPACK and Intel's MKL library.
1. Introduction. The objective of this paper is to introduce a new high performance Tile Divide and Conquer (TD&C) eigenvalue solver for dense symmetric matrices on homogeneous multicore architectures. The necessity of calculating eigenvalues emerges from various computational science disciplines e.g., in quantum physics [35] , chemistry [38] and mechanics [28] as well as in statistics when computing the principal component analysis of the symmetric covariance matrix. As multicore systems continue to gain ground in the high performance computing community, linear algebra algorithms have to be redesigned or new algorithms have to be developed in order to take advantage of the architectural features brought by these processing units.
In particular, tile algorithms have recently shown very promising performance results for solving linear systems of equations on multicore architectures using Cholesky, QR/LQ and LU factorizations available in the PLASMA [3] library and other similar projects like FLAME [46] . The PLASMA concepts consist of splitting the input matrix into square tiles and reorganizing the data within each tile to be contiguous in memory (block data layout) for efficient cache reuse. The whole dataflow execution can then be represented as a directed acyclic graph where nodes are tasks operating on tiles, and edges represent dependencies between them. An efficient and light weighted runtime system environment named QUARK [33] (internally used by the PLASMA library) is exploited to dynamically schedule the different tasks and to ensure that the data dependencies are not violated. As soon as the dependencies are satisfied, QUARK initiates and executes the corresponding tasks on the available computational resources. This engenders an out-of-order execution of tasks which removes unnecessary synchronization points and allows different computational stages to overlap. The authors propose to extend these ideas to the symmetric TD&C eigenvalue solver case using a two-stage approach, in which the symmetric dense matrix is first reduced to band form followed by the TD&C eigenvalue solver directly applied on the symmetric band structure.
The resulting TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm has been extensively evaluated across many matrix types and against similar D&C symmetric eigenvalue solver implementations from state-of-the-art numerical libraries. The performance results show that the proposed TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver achieves up to 14X speed up compared to the reference LAPACK [5] implementation and up to 4X speed up as compared to the vendor Intel MKL library [1] . Performance results are also reported comparing the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver with other standard methods such as the bisection, the QR iteration and MRRR. A study on the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues is provided, which gives a certain confidence on the quality of the overall TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver framework presented in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls some backgrounds on symmetric dense matrix eigenvalue solvers and gives a detailed overview of previous projects. Section 3 provides detailed information on the symmetric D&C eigenvalue solver framework applied on band matrices. Section 4 extends the main concepts behind the standard symmetric band D&C eigenvalue solver to instead use tile algorithms associated with a dynamic scheduler. Section 5 presents the algorithmic complexity of the resulting TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver. Section 6 presents performance results of the overall algorithm on shared-memory multicore architectures against the corresponding standard D&C routines from LAPACK [5] and the Intel MKL library V10. 2 [1] on various matrix types. Also, performance comparisons against other numerical methods are illustrated along with a study on the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the results of this paper and discusses the ongoing work.
Background and Related
Work. This section recalls the standard algorithm to compute the eigenvalues of a symmetric dense matrix and its inherent bottlenecks. One of the eigenvalue solvers is based on the D&C strategy applied to the final condensed tridiagonal form. This Section also shows how to extend the D&C eigenvalue solver to compute the eigenvalues from a symmetric band structured matrix, which corresponds to one of the main contributions of the paper.
2.1. The Standard Symmetric Eigenvalue Solver Approach. The common way of stating the eigenvalue problem for a symmetric dense matrix is:
with A being a symmetric or Hermitian matrix (A = A T or A = A H ), λ -an eigenvalue, and x the corresponding eigenvector. The goal is first to transform the matrix A into a symmetric (or hermitian) tridiagonal matrix S via orthogonal transformations (e.g., Householder reflectors):
Once the tridiagonal form is reached, eigenvalues can then be computed using various methods [27, 43] e.g., the bisection algorithm, the QR method, D&C, MRRR, etc... However, the tridiagonalisation step (O(n 3 )) is the most time consuming phase in a symmetric eigenvalue solver. It can reach more than 90% of the elapsed time when calculating the eigenvalues (O(n 2 )) and roughly 50% when both eigenvalues and eigenvectors are to be computed (O(n 3 )).
The next Section describes the inherent drawbacks of the original aforementioned approach.
Bottlenecks of the Standard Approach.
Because it is the most time consuming, it is very important to identify the bottlenecks of the tridiagonalisation step, as implemented in the state-of-the-art numerical package, namely LAPACK [5] . The block LAPACK algorithms are characterized by two successive computational steps: the panel factorization and the update of the trailing submatrix. The panel factorization computes the transformations within a specific rectangular region using Level 2 BLAS operations (memory-bound) and accumulates them so that they can be applied into the trailing submatrix using Level 3 BLAS operations (compute-bound). The parallelism in LAPACK resides within the BLAS library, which follows the expensive fork and join model. This produces artifactual synchronization points between the panel factorization and the trailing submatrix update phases.
In particular, the tridiagonal reduction implemented in LAPACK performs successive panel-update sequences. The symmetric matrix is reduced following a one-stage approach where the reduced form is obtained without intermediate steps. The panel factorization requires loading the entire trailing submatrix into memory. As memory is a very scarce resource, this will obviously not scale for large matrices, and thus will generate a tremendous amount of cache and TLB misses. Later, the SBR toolkit [10] introduced a two-stage approach where the matrix is first reduced to a band form during a compute intensive phase and eventually to the final required form through a memory-bound phase (the bulge chasing procedure). The two-stage approach permits the casting of expensive memory operations occurring during the panel factorization into faster compute intensive ones. However, the toolbox still implements block algorithms as in LAPACK, and therefore relies on optimized multithreaded BLAS for parallel performance (based on the fork and join paradigm).
The next Section recalls the principles of the symmetric eigenvalue solver using the D&C strategy, which presents interesting parallel implementation features.
2.3. The Symmetric Eigenvalue Solver using D&C Approach. Introduced by Cuppen [15] , the D&C algorithm computes the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix S. Many serial and parallel Cuppen-based eigensolver implementations for shared and distributed memory have been proposed in the past [21, 24, 29, 30, 39, 40, 42 ]. The D&C approach can then be expressed in three phases: a) partition the tridiagonal matrix T into several subproblems in a recursive manner, b) compute the eigen decompositions of each subproblem, which are defined by a rank-one modification of a diagonal matrix and c) merge the subproblems and proceed to the next level with a bottom-up fashion. In fact, each rank-one modification consists of computing the eigen system of a matrix of the form
where D is a real n × n diagonal matrix, σ is a nonzero scalar, and u is a real vector of order n and has Euclidean norm equal to 1. We seek a formula or an eigen pair of the system for the matrix on the right hand side of (2.1). The eigen pair can be computed based on solving what we call the "secular equation" which restates results of [11, 25, 41, 45] , where we refer the reader for more details on the proof. The overall method amounts to constructing a binary tree with each node representing a rank-one tear and hence, a partition into two subproblems. Each of these problems may be considered as an independent problem without any data dependencies with the other nodes of the same level of the tree. There are two simple eigenvalue problems to be solved at each node of the tree. The tree is then traversed in reverse order where at each node the results are merged from the left and the right son calculations. More details on the high-level ideas behind the standard D&C algorithm can be found in [15, 21, 24, 29] . The D&C approach is sequentially one of the fastest methods currently available if all eigenvalues and eigenvectors are to be computed [16] . It also has attractive parallelization properties as shown in [42] . Finally, it is noteworthy to mention the deflation process, which occurs during the computation of the low rank modifications. It consists of preventing the computation of an eigenpair of a submatrix (matrix of a son in the tree) that is acceptable to be an eigenpair of the larger submatrix (matrix of a father in the tree). Therefore, the greater the amount of deflations, the lesser the number of required operations, which leads to better performance. The amount of deflations depends on the eigenvalue distribution as well as the structure of the eigenvectors. In practice, most of the application matrices arising from engineering areas provide a reasonable amount of deflations, and so the D&C algorithm runs at less than O(n 2.5 ) instead of O(n 3 ). The next Section presents previous works on how to extend the original symmetric D&C eigenvalue solver to start from a symmetric band matrix.
Previous Work.
The standard D&C eigenvalue solver for symmetric matrices can be extended to start from a symmetric band matrix form. Moreover, band matrices naturally arise in many areas such as the electronic simulations in quantum mechanics, vibrating systems approximated by finite elements or splines, and also in the block Lanczos algorithm where a sequence of increasingly larger band symmetric eigenvalue problems are generated. Besides the overhead of further reducing the symmetric band matrix to the final tridiagonal form, this motivates attempts to compute the eigen decomposition directly from the band form using variants of the standard D&C algorithm.
Arbenz et al. [6, 7, 8 ] investigated a generalized D&C approach for computing the eigenpairs of symmetric band matrices. The authors provide many important theoretical results concerning the eigen analysis of a low rank modification of a diagonal matrix. Arbenz [6] , proposed two methods for computing eigenpairs of a rank-b modification of a diagonal matrix. The first approach consists of computing the rank b modification as a sequence of rankone modifications. The second approach lies in compressing the rank b modification to a small b × b eigen problem, solving it and then reconstructing the solution of the original problem [7, 8] . The first approach requires more floating point operations than the second one, which has serial complexity in the O(n 3 ) term. The author opted for the second approach. Unfortunately, numerical instabilities in the computation of the eigenvectors have been observed [6] , and currently no numerically stable implementation of the second approach exists.
Also, Gansterer et al. [22] developed a D&C algorithm for band symmetric matrices which computes the eigen decomposition. Their approach is based on the separation of the eigenvalue and the eigenvector computations. The eigenvalues are computed recursively by a sequence of rank-one modifications of the standard D&C technique. Once the eigenvalues are known, the corresponding eigenvectors are computed using modified QR factorizations with restricted column pivoting.
Later, Gansterer et al. [23] and Ward et al. [44] proposed another alternative for the generalized D&C algorithm, which computes approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of symmetric block tridiagonal matrices. Bai and Ward [9] proposed a parallel and distributed version of it. Their algorithm calculates all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a block-tridiagonal matrix to reduced accuracy by approximating the rank deficient off-diagonal blocks of lower magnitudes with rank-one matrices.
The tile D&C symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm (TD&C) presented in this paper differs from Arbenz's algorithm [7, 8] in the fact that it uses the first approach (sequence of b rank-one updates) for the solution of the low-rank modifications along with tile algorithms. The first approach, based on a sequence of b rank-one updates, has also been used by Gansterer et al [22] . However, our TD&C algorithm differs from [22] in the representation of the subdiagonal blocks, which are not rank deficient. Moreover, our proposed algorithm has been developed in close analogy to the work of Ward et al. [44] , although we do not compute an approximation of the subdiagonal blocks. We consider the subdiagonal blocks as having a full dense matrix structure. The entire algorithm can then be expressed using tiles as a basic block. And once the different computational tasks are defined, a dynamic runtime library is employed to efficiently schedule them on the available resources.
The next Section provides more details on how the three computational phases of the standard symmetric eigenvalue solver based on D&C (See Section 2.3), and originally applied on a tridiagonal matrix, can be extended to the symmetric band case.
3. The Standard Band D&C Symmetric Eigenvalue Solver. We assume in this Section that the symmetric matrix is originally in band form or has been reduced to band structure by a pre-processing step. We then describe the D&C methodology applied on a symmetric band matrix A, which is divided into p parts. For simplicity purposes, we define p = 2, but it is easy to generalize for any p < n, with n being the matrix size (see Section 3.4).
3.1. Partitioning into Subproblems. Similarly to Cuppen's D&C for tridiagonal matrices, the band matrix A can be divided into p parts. If we split A into two parts, A can be written as follows:
where B i ∈ R p i ×p i , p 1 + p 2 = n, and C 1 ∈ R b×b is the upper triangular block of A, with b the bandwidth size. A can be rewritten in the following form:
There are several ways to define the matrix R. It can be shown that the complexity to compute the eigen decomposition of A in the assembly phase is proportional to the square of rank(R). It is therefore important to keep rank(R) as low as possible. Arbenz [6] shows that it is possible to have the rank of R = b if one defines:
where M = Θ∆Θ T , ∆ = ∆ T and ∆ and Θ are any regular matrices. Gansterer and al. [22] have chosen M = I. For this choice, R is in most cases unbalanced, meaning that C 1 M −1 C T 1 can be much smaller or larger than M = 1. However, if we choose M = (C T 1 C 1 ) 1/2 , we get a matrix which is balanced in that sense, and, if XΣY T is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of C 1 , then M = Y ΣY T and C T 1 M −1 C 1 = XΣX T . Both matrices are symmetric and have the same norm and condition number as C 1 . Muller and Ward [9, 23] choose to "approximate" the off-diagonal tile C 1 by lower rank matrices using their singular value decompositions.
Going back to the standard Cuppen's algorithm, we plug in the new notations and A can then be rewritten: 
Solution of the subproblems.
The second phase corresponds to the spectral decomposition of each symmetric diagonal tile (B i ). This is done through calling the appropriate LAPACK routine for symmetric matrices. As a result, we can write:
The diagonal matrices D 0i contains the eigenvalues ofB i and the matrices Q 0i are the corresponding eigenvectors. Thus, the original matrix A can be rewritten as follows:
where
The eigenvalues of A are therefore equal to those of
This is equivalent to (D +UU T )y = λ y, where U ∈ R n×b is a matrix of maximal rank b ≤ n.
Having computed the local spectral decompositions of each tree leaf, the global spectral decomposition can then be calculated by merging the solution subproblem as described in the next subsection.
3.3. Amalgamation of the subproblems. The amalgamation phase consists of traversing the tree in a bottom-up fashion where at each node the results are merged from the left son and the right son calculations. The merging step handles the computation of the spectral decomposition of (D +UU T )y = λ y. Here again, it is obvious that all the merging operations, which perform a rank-b updating process between two adjacent eigenvalue subproblems, can concurrently run within the corresponding levels.
There are different methods for computing the eigen decomposition of a low rank modification of an Hermitian matrix (D +UU T )y = λ y. Two main strategies can be distinguished: -"b × 1" approach that computes a sequence of b rank-one modifications of a diagonal matrix.
-"1 × b" approach that computes a rank-b modification of a diagonal matrix, Arbenz [6] followed the "1 × b" approach to compute the eigen pairs of a rank-b modification by transforming the problem into a b × b smaller eigen problem. Unfortunately, numerical instabilities in the computation of the eigenvectors have been observed [6] . The orthogonality of the eigenvectors may be lost if close eigenvalues are present. The resulting algorithm can lose two to four decimal digits of accuracy compared to the LAPACK library.
As previously suggested by Gansterer et al. [22] , one can take advantage of the stability of the existing methodology of the standard D&C algorithm to follow the first approach and compute a sequence of b rank-one modifications for calculating the eigenvalues of (D +UU T )y = λ y.
The problem to solve now is how to merge the right and the left subproblems. As mentioned above, each merging step consists of a sequence of rank-one updates.
Substituting (3.5) into (3.7) yields:
(3.8) Then, the rank-b modification will be successively computed as a sequence of b rank-one updates. First rank-one update:
where u 1 = Q T 0 z 1 , D 1 is the rank-one updated eigenvalues of D 0 and Q 1 contains the eigenvectors resulting from this rank-one update. Second rank-one update:
is the rank-one updated eigenvalues of D 1 and Q 2 contains the eigenvectors resulting of this rank-one updates. This process of rank-one updates is successively applied to all the z i rank-one vectors 1 ≤ i ≤ b. b th rank-one update:
are the eigenvalues of A. As a result, once the sequence of b rank-one updates has been computed, we obtain Λ = diag{λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ n }, which corresponds to the actual eigenvalues of the matrix A.
The whole algorithm for p > 2 can be easily described in the following Section.
General Case.
The band matrix A can be divided into p parts.
A can be rewritten as follows:
, and
In this case, the binary tree has a depth k = log 2 (p) if p is a power of two; k = f loor(log 2 (p))+ 1 otherwise. The nodes at the bottom of the tree (level=k) are the matricesB i . As mentioned above, the tree is then traversed in a bottom-up fashion, where at each level l, 2 l−1 independent merging problems are computed. The desired eigenvalues of A are finally computed at the top level l = 1 i.e., the root of the tree.
4. The Tile D&C Symmetric Eigenvalue Solver. This section highlights the skeleton of the Tile D&C eigenvalue solver for dense symmetric matrices after recalling the main ideas behind tile algorithms. The dense matrix is first reduced to band form with a given bandwidth b. The three stages of the band D&C symmetric eigenvalue solver (see Section 3) are then developed using tile algorithms to calculate all eigenvalues, starting from the symmetric band matrix.
Concepts of Tile Algorithms.
Tile algorithms have shown lots of interests in the recent years, especially for solving linear systems of equations [4, 12, 31, 32, 36, 37] . The main idea consists of overcoming, especially, the fork-join bottleneck of block algorithms, described in Section 2.2. The original matrix stored in column-major format is split in a twodimensional grid of tiles, where the elements are now stored contiguous in memory within each tile (tile data layout), as in Figure 4 .1. This may demand a complete reshaping of the standard numerical algorithm. The parallelism is then no longer hidden inside the BLAS routine calls, but rather it is brought to the fore. The whole computation can then be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where nodes represent tasks operating on tiles and edges represent dependencies among them. A dynamic runtime environment system QUARK [33] FIG. 4.1. Translation from LAPACK Layout (column-major) to Tile Data Layout is employed to ensure the correct processing of all generated tasks at runtime in a holistic fashion, and is highlighted in the next Section.
Dynamic Scheduling with QUARK.
The main issue when writing a parallel algorithm, and perhaps the most critical, is how to distribute the data and the work across the available processing units in an efficient way. We have integrated the standalone QUARK [33] framework (engine of the PLASMA [3] library) -a dynamic runtime system environmentinto our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm. It is worth mentioning that there exist various scheduling frameworks similar to QUARK e.g., SuperMatrix [14] , part of the FLAME [46] , library or SMPSs [2] as a general scheduling library. Our scheduler is designed i n t QUARK core dgeqrt ( Quark * q u a r k , i n t n , d o u b l e * A, i n t l d a , d o u b l e * T , i n t l d t , i n t * i n f o ) { QUARK Insert Task ( q u a r k , T A S K c o r e d g e q r t , 0 x00 ,
o r e d g e q r t ( Quark * q u a r k ) { i n t n ; d o u b l e * A ; i n t l d a ; i n t * T ; i n t l d t ; i n t * i n f o ; q u a r k u n p a c k a r g s 6 ( q u a r k , n , A, l d a , T , l d t , i n f o ) ; to use sequential nested-loop code. This is intended to make it easier for algorithm designers to experiment with algorithms and design new algorithms. Each of the original kernel calls (i.e., tasks) is substituted by a call to a wrapper that decorates the arguments with their sizes and their usage (INPUT, OUTPUT, INOUT, VALUE). As an example, in Figure 4 .2 we can see how the DGEQRT call (QR factorization) is decorated for the scheduler. The tasks are inserted into the scheduler, which stores them to be executed when all the dependencies are satisfied. That is, a task is ready to be executed when all parent tasks have completed. The execution of ready tasks is handled by worker threads that simply wait for tasks to become ready and execute them using a combination of default task assignments and work stealing. The thread doing the task insertion is referred to as the master thread. Under certain circumstances, the master thread will also execute computational tasks. not explicitly build the DAG prior to the execution for scalability purposes, but rather unrolls it on the fly within a parametrized window of tasks. Therefore, the execution flow is solely driven by the data dependencies. By appropriately hinting QUARK, we are able to resolve two interrelated issues which come into play with regard to scheduling optimality: data locality and the pursuit of the critical path (possibly lookahead opportunities). There are many other details about the internals of the scheduler including its dependency analysis, memory management, and other performance enhancements that are not covered here. However, information about this scheduler can be found in [33] . The authors would like to use the QUARK's highly productive features, along with applying the concepts of tile algorithms to tackle the challenging two-sided reductions, and in particular, the symmetric tile D&C eigenvalue solver. To our knowledge, this is the first time a dynamic runtime system coupled with tile algorithms has been employed to solve one of the two-sided reductions on multicore architecture.
The next Section describes the symmetric matrix reduction to band form using tile algorithms, which is the first step toward computing all eigenvalues of a symmetric dense matrix.
First
Step: Symmetric Matrix Reduction to Band Form. This Section describes the numerical kernels involved in the reduction to symmetric band form and highlights the grouping technique used to further enhance data locality during this first step while achieving a small bandwidth size.
4.3.1. Description of the Numerical Kernels. The matrix reduction to symmetric band form follows the tile algorithm strategy and relies on highly optimized compute-intensive kernels to achieve high performance. It is composed of eight kernels total. Four kernels come directly from the one-sided QR factorization [13] , and the four others have been recently implemented to handle the symmetry property of the matrix when updating the trailing submatrix around the diagonal. Figure 4 .4 highlights the execution breakdown at the second step of the reduction to band form. Since the matrix is symmetric, only the lower part is referenced, and the upper part (gray color) stays untouched. We recall that xGEQRT computes a QR factorization of a single sub-diagonal tile, as presented in Figure 4.4(a) . The left and right applications of a Householder reflector block on a symmetric diagonal tile is done by the new xSYRFB kernel, as shown in Figure 4.4(b) . The right applications on the single tiles then proceed along the same tile column using the xORMQR kernel, as depicted in Figure 4 .4(c). Figure 4 .4(d) shows how xTSQRT computes a QR factorization of a matrix composed by the sub-diagonal tile, and a square tile located below it, on the same tile column. Once the Householder reflectors have been calculated, they need to be applied to the trailing submatrix. We developed a new kernel to appropriately handle the symmetric property of the trailing matrix. Indeed, the xTSMQRLR kernel in Figure 4 .4(e) loads three tiles together -two of them are symmetric diagonal tiles -and carefully applies left and right orthogonal transformations on them. Once the special treatment for the symmetric structure has completed, we then apply the same transformations to the left side of the matrix as well as to the right side (down to the bottom of the matrix) using the xTSMQR kernel with the corresponding side variants, as displayed in Figure 4 .4(f) and 4.4(g), respectively. It is necessary to further explain the left variant, as it should require the light gray tile located in position (3,4) from Figure 4 .4(f). In fact, this tile is not referenced since only the lower part of the matrix is being operated. Therefore, by taking the transpose of the tile located in position (4,3) from the same Figure, we are able to compute the right operations. Finally, Figure 4 .4(h) represents the matrix structure at the end of the second step of the reduction. The symmetric band structure starts to appear at the top left corner of the matrix (the dashed area). Since the entire algorithm operates on tiles, the tile size b naturally corresponds to the bandwidth size. This matching between tile and bandwidth sizes is in fact more than just a choice for productivity purposes. Indeed, it is an algorithmic restriction to avoid destroying the obtained zeroed structure while computing the symmetric band form. For instance, in the lower symmetric case, the left updates have to be shifted one tile down (i.e., the actual bandwidth size) from the diagonal tile such that the right ones do not produce fill-in elements in the already annihilated part of the matrix.
Also, the parameter b is critical to be tuned, as explained in the next Section.
Enhancing Data Locality by Grouping Tasks.
A small bandwidth b will dramatically affect the efficiency of the reduction phase and increase the elapsed time due to (1) the huge bus traffic required to load all the kernel data into memory, (2) the inefficiency of the kernels on small b, and (3) the runtime system overhead of scheduling very fine granularity tasks. At the same time, as analyzed later in Section 5, the number of floating point operations of the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver strongly depends on the band size b. The smaller the b, the less the number of operations. This trade-off between achieving high performance for the reduction step and diminishing the number of flops of the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver has then to be addressed. To overcome those three limitations, we have implemented a task grouping technique, which consists of aggregating different data tiles as well as the computational kernels operating on them, in order to build a super tile. The idea is that the kernels operate on a super tile overcoming limitations (1) and (2), also increasing data reuse where we are forced to apply all the possible operations that could be applied to the super tile. Moreover, such a technique allows us to decrease the number of tasks, as all the operations occurring on a super tile are considered as only one task. This later helps us to sweep over the limitation (3) by removing the scheduler overhead. Figure 4 .5 shows the super tiles of size 2. The kernels operating on those super tiles are actually a combination of the kernels used without the grouping technique. For instance, in Figure 4 .5, to enhance the data locality, the single call to the update kernel on the dark gray super tiles will be internally decoupled by multiple calls to the corresponding kernel variants (i.e., left update, followed by a left transposed and right updates). For instance, the elapsed time for reducing a symmetric dense matrix (n > 4000) to band form with b = 20 on an Intel Xeon system using 16 cores can be reduced up to one order of magnitude by enabling the task grouping technique, and the number of tasks can decrease up to two orders of magnitude compared to the original version i.e., without the task grouping technique. Therefore, applying the task grouping technique permits us to substantially improve the reduction phase, and at the same time, to obtain a small bandwidth size required for the second step to be effective.
FIG. 4.5.
A schematic description of the task grouping technique using super tiles of size 2.
Once the band form is obtained, the goal is to compute the eigenvalues directly from the band form using the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver, which is the main topic of next Section.
Second
Step: Computing All Eigenvalues from the Band Form using TD&C. Applying the D&C algorithm on the symmetric band form using tile algorithms turns out to be straightforward, thanks to the high level of productivity provided by the QUARK framework. The partitioning into subproblems consists of computing the SVDs of each off-diagonal tile, which are independent from each other and can therefore run concurrently. Once the SVDs are computed, the symmetric diagonal tiles are then updated accordingly, and the solutions of each subproblem can be triggered by calculating the spectral decompositions. Here again, the spectral decompositions are completely independent and can run in parallel. The computational routines used for the two phases are DGESVD and DSYEVD from LAPACK, respectively. The last phase consists of the amalgamation of the subproblems in which the contributions of a pair of subproblems are merged together (b rank-one modifications) following a reverse tree traversal. A customized kernel has been implemented to merge the different subproblems, which are independent from each other when located on the same tree level. The three phases can thus be easily mapped into the tile algorithms. It is also noteworthy to mention that a dynamic-type scheduler is preferred over a static one especially, because the work of the TD&C algorithm depends strongly on the amount of deflations, which can produce load balancing issues. Therefore, there is no need to wait the end of the merging procedure of all subproblems within a tree level. The merge of the subsequent subproblems at higher level of the tree can proceed as soon as the previous subproblem amalgamations terminate. Moreover, the fine granularity of tile algorithms, together with the dynamic scheduler, permit the removal of the artifactual synchronization points seen in the standard D&C parallel implementation located (1) inside the fork/join paradigm and (2) between the different phases of the algorithm. Tile algorithms alleviate (1) by bringing the parallelism to the fore and relying on sequential high performance kernels with a smaller granularity. Since the execution flow of the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver through QUARK is solely driven by the data dependencies, a task immediately proceeds after the dependencies coming from its parent are satisfied, regardless of the application global status. Therefore, the unnecessary synchronization points between the different phases of the algorithm (2) are completely removed. Tasks from the reduction phase and from the band D&C phase can substantially overlap. The band D&C phase can in fact start even before the dense matrix has completely achieved the band form.
The next Section details the algorithmic complexity of the overall algorithmic framework.
5. Algorithmic Complexity. In this section, we calculate the number of floating-point operations (flops) required by the tile DC (TD&C) symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm. We recall that b corresponds to the tile and the bandwidth sizes. The matrix is divided into p blocks/tiles i.e., p = n/b with n being the size of the matrix.
The algorithmic complexity of the full tridiagonal reduction is O(4/3n 3 ). The calculation of the number of flops for the band reduction step is then straightforward. It requires 4/3n × (n − b) × (n − b) flops and gets therefore closer to O(4/3n 3 ) for small bandwidth size b. The flop calculation for the band D&C algorithm to get the actual eigenvalues is more complicated. The flop count for each phase is reported below:
• Partitioning phase: this phase is characterized by the singular value decomposition of the off-diagonal blocks (estimation bound for small square matrices of size k is 6.67k 3 ) and the construction of the new diagonal blocksÃ i as defined by Equation (3.4). The number of flops is then at most:
• Subproblems solution phase: this phase computes the spectral decompositions of each symmetricB i as described by Equation (3.5). Its cost depends on the algorithm used and the convergence of the eigenvalues (an upper bound for small square matrices of size k is 9k 3 [26] ), it requires at most: p × 9b 3 flops.
• Amalgamation phase: each merging step of two-by-two nodes involves the application of a sequence of b rank-one modifications. Each rank-one modification necessitates the computation of a rank-one vector u i = Q T i z i , and an eigen solution of D + σ i u i u T i . The computation of the rank-one vector u i involves a set of matrixvector products with the computed Q T i from the current level (cost detailed in α) and also with all the Q T i from the previous deeper levels of the tree (cost detailed in β ). The cost of the eigensolution will be reported in γ. α− For the current level, for each rank-one modification "j", as it have been described by (3.11), we will have to apply a matrix-vector product with all the previously computed Q T k , (where k = 1... j − 1) of the current level. Thus, for the b rank-one modifications, this gives rise to 
For each level, there are 2 i leaves to be amalgamated giving rise to the second component of the formula below. γ− The eigen decomposition of D + σ uu T ∈ R k×k demands two distinct computation steps; the zero finding algorithm, which requires an average of 5k 2 operations and the calculation of k eigenvectors, which costs 2k 2 operations. The number of flops involved in the eigen solution of a rank-one modification is O(7n 2 ). In practice, this number is the worst case scenario as the remarkable phenomenon of deflation takes place and may dramatically reduce this cost depending on the number of non-deflated vectors. Finally, for b rank-one modifications, for all the 2 i leaves and for all the levels, the cost is reported in the third component of the formula below. Now, if we sum up all eigen decomposition computations occurring at all tree levels with a depth k = log 2 (p) , the cost of the amalgamation step is equal to:
The total arithmetic complexity of the band D&C algorithm will be dominated by the amalgamation phase and will require at most O(6 b 2 n 2 ) flops.
We note that the cost of the TD&C for computing all eigenvalues of a dense symmetric matrix is O(4/3n 3 + 6 b 2 n 2 ). It is straightforward to see that the size of the bandwidth b will have a huge impact on the overall algorithm complexity. The TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm will be cost-effective if and only if b ≪ n. Also, if all corresponding eigenvectors are to be calculated, the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver will not be suitable as the cost will be dominated by the accumulation of the intermediate eigenvector matrices for each single rank-one modification. This would involve matrix-matrix multiplications and thus, the overall cost will substantially increase and become dominated by 8 3 bn 3 flops. Although these Level 3 BLAS operations are well-suited for hardware accelerators such as GPUs, other methods, such as MRRR [19, 20] , may be more competitive and need to be explored if the eigenvectors are required.
The next section presents the parallel performance of the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver against the state-of-the-art open-source and commercial numerical libraries.
6. Performance Results and Accuracy Analysis. This section summarizes our main performance results of the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm.
6.1. Machine Description. All of our experiments have been run on a shared-memory multicore architecture composed of a quad-socket quad-core Intel Xeon EMT64 E7340 processor operating at 2.39 GHz. The theoretical peak is equal to 9.6 Gflop/s/ per core or 153.2 Gflop/s for the whole node, composed of 16 cores. The practical peak achieved with DGEMM on a single core is equal to 8.5 Gflop/s or 136 Gflop/s for the 16 cores. The level-1 cache, local to the core, is divided into 32 kB of instruction cache and 32 kB of data cache. Each quad-core processor is actually composed of two dual-core Core2 architectures and the level-2 cache has 2 × 4 MB per socket (each dual-core shares 4 MB). The machine provides Intel Compilers 11.0 together with the Intel MKL V10.2 vendor library.
6.2. Tuning the Tile/Band Size b. From Sections 4 and 5, it is clear that the tile/band size is the paramount parameter. Figure 6 .1 highlights the effect of this parameter on the reduction phase (blue curve), on the band D&C phase (green curve) and on the overall TD&C eigenvalue solver (red curve). For a very large b, the band D&C phase is the dominant part of the general algorithm and reciprocally, for a very small b, the reduction phase governs the whole application. From these experiments, a tile size b = 20 looks to be the best compromise for a matrix of order less than 20000, while 30 < b < 40 appears to be the best choice for a matrix of larger order. mance decreases as the tile size gets smaller, however, it remains sustainably acceptable. The equivalent SBR function to reduce the symmetric dense to band form does not perform sim-ilarly, surprisingly, mainly due to the overhead of the nested-parallelism within the fork-join paradigm.
6.4. Performance Comparisons of the second stage finding the eigenvalues of band matrices. Figure 6 .2(b) presents timing comparisons in seconds of the second stage; finding the eigenvalue of band matrices either using our band divide and conquer or using the standard techniques of reducing the band matrices to tridiagonal then finding the eigenvalue of the tridiagonal matrices. The elapsed time of the standard techniques is divided by the elapsed time of our band divide and conquer. We compare against the MKL-DSBTRD and also against the SBR-DSBRDT which reduce a band matrix to tridiagonal. The bandwidth size is equal to 20 which corresponds to our choice of optimal bandwidth. 6.5. Performance Comparisons with other Symmetric D&C Implementations. This section shows the performance results of our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver and compares them against the similar routine (DSTEDC) available in the state-of-the-art open source and vendor numerical libraries i.e., multi-threaded reference LAPACK V3.2 with optimized Intel MKL BLAS and Intel MKL V10.2, respectively. Since DSTEDC operates on a tridiagonal matrix, the dense symmetric matrix first needs to be reduced to tridiagonal form. Intel MKL actually provides two interfaces to reduce the symmetric dense matrix to tridiagonal form. The first corresponds to the optimized version of DSYTRD from LAPACK (MKL-LAPACK), and the second one integrates the optimized version of the corresponding routine named DSYRDD from the Successive Band Reduction toolbox (SBR) [10] (MKL-SBR). Figure 6 .3 summarizes the experiments in Gflop/s. The number of flops used as a reference is 4/3n 3 , which is roughly the total number of flops for the tridiagonal reduction, since the D&C eigenvalue solver of a tridiagonal matrix is of order n 2 . All experiments have been performed on 16 cores, with random matrices, in double precision arithmetic. The performance results show that the proposed TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver achieves up to 14X speed up compared to the reference LAPACK implementation, and up to 2.5X speed up as compared to the vendor Intel MKL library on random matrices.
The next sections describe a collection of different matrix types and compare our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver against D&C (DSTEDC) as well as other methods to compute the eigenvalues of a symmetric dense matrix e.g., the bisection BI (DSTEVX), QR (DSTEV) and MR (DSTEMR). For simplicity, we compare in the experiments shown in the next sections, our implementation with those four routines from the Intel MKL library, and skip the comparison with the reference LAPACK library.
6.6. Description of the Matrix Collections. In this section, we present the different matrix collections used during the extensive testing to get performance results (Section 6.7) as well as the numerical accuracy analysis (Section 6.8). There are three matrix collections: -The matrices from the first set represented in Table 6 .1, are "synthetic testing matrices" chosen to have extreme distributions of eigenvalues as well as other specific properties that exhibit the strengths and weaknesses of a particular algorithm. More information about these matrix collections can be found in [17, 18, 34] .
Type Description
, their logarithms are uniformly distributed Type 6 n random numbers from a specified distribution
Synthetic testing matrices from LAPACK testing (Type 1-6) and from [18] (Type 7-9). Note that for distributions of Type 1-5, the parameter k has been chosen to be equal to the machine precision ul p in double precision arithmetic. We use the LAPACK routines DLATMS or DLAGSY to generate A = QDQ T . Given the eigenvalues λ , the dense matrix A is generated by multiplying D = diag(λ ) by an orthogonal matrix Q generated from random entries. -The second set of matrices are "matrices with interesting properties", which are represented in Table 6 .2. Those matrices will only be used for the accuracy analysis in Section 6.8 since they are already in tridiagonal form. -The third set are "practical matrices" which are based on a variety of practical applications, and thus are relevant to a large group of users. Some of these matrices are described in Table 6 .3.
Type
6.7. Performance Comparisons with other Symmetric Eigenvalue Solvers. This Section compares the TD&C approach against other state-of-the-art symmetric eigenvalue solvers.
6.7.1. Understanding the Various Graphs. All experiments have been performed on 16 cores with matrix types from Table 6 .1 and Table 6 .3. The matrix sizes vary from 1000 to 24000, and the computation is done in double precision arithmetic. Our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver is compared against the bisection BI (DSTEVX), QR (DSTEV), MRRR or MR (DSTEMR), as well as the D&C (DSTEDC) symmetric eigenvalue solvers. Similarly to DSTEDC, the other eigenvalue solver implementations necessitate the matrix being reduced into tridiagonal form using either the MKL LAPACK-implementation routine DSYTRD, or the MKL SBR-implementation routine DSYRDD. There are two types of graphs: (1) speed up graphs obtained by computing the ratio between the elapsed time of these four methods over the TD&C total execution time -in other words, a "value t above 1" means that our TD&C is "t times faster" than the corresponding algorithm, and a "value t below 1" means that our TD&C is "1/t times slower" than the corresponding algorithm, and (2) performance graphs in Gflop/s, which show how much of the peak performance the different symmetric eigenvalue solvers are able to reach. Also, we note that the number of flops used as a reference is 4/3n 3 . The color and symbol codes used for all plots are as follows: BI curves are green, using "x", QR curves are blue, using "*", MR curves are magenta using " ", D&C curves are black, using "o", and TD&C curves are red and are either considered as a reference (speed up graphs) or use "o" to mark data points (performance graphs). (Table 6 .1). Figure 6 .4 shows respectively, the speed up and the performance in Gflop/s obtained by the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver as compared to BI, QR, MR and D&C when the MKL LAPACK-implementation routine DSYTRD is used to reduce the first stage. Figure 6 .5 shows respectively, the speed up and the performance in Gflop/s obtained by the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver as compared to BI, QR, MR and D&C when the MKL SBR-implementation routine DSYRDD is used to reduce the first stage.
Synthetic testing matrices
The results show that the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm performs better than all other represented algorithms and for all synthetic testing matrices for n ≥ 3000. The results also indicate that the TD&C speed up ranges from 2X faster for matrices of size 3000 ≤ n ≤ 10000 (27 Gflop/s) to 4X faster for matrices of size n ≥ 10000 (35 Gflop/s). For small matrix sizes with n ≤ 3000, TD&C runs slower than the other eigenvalue solvers. It is clear, from the algorithmic complexity study in Section 5, that our TD&C algorithm requires 4/3n 3 + 6b 2 n 2 flops, which for example, for a b = 20 and n = 3000 means 4/3n 3 + 2400n 2 2n 3 flops, while the other algorithms roughly perform 4/3n 3 flops.
On the other hand, BI seems to be the slowest algorithm for computing eigenvalues although its efficiency mostly depends on the distribution of the eigenvalues. Indeed, for matrices with strongly clustered eigenvalues (e.g., type 2), BI performance is comparable with the other symmetric eigenvalue solver methods. Furthermore, the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver is able to take full advantage of a situation where a significant amount of deflations occur for special matrices of type 1 and type 2. By avoiding unnecessary calculations, especially in the amalgamation phase thanks to deflations, the TD&C runs even at higher performance. This is also emphasized when comparing matrices from type 2 and type 6. While a type 6 matrix represents the worst case scenario for the TD&C symmetric Table 6 .1. For BI, QR, MR, and D&C, the MKL LAPACK-implementation routine DSYTRD is used to transform the dense symmetric matrix A to tridiagonal. eigenvalue solver in which less than 2% of deflations happen, a type 2 matrix corresponds to a matrix where a considerable amount of deflation occurs.
The TD&C considerably performs less flops in the latter case, and thus, it runs more than twice as fast as when no deflations take place. For example, for a matrix of size n = 16000, the reduction to band form requires 145 seconds. The band D&C phase with lots of deflations requires 30 seconds instead of 74 seconds when no deflations occur, giving a total execution time of 175 seconds and 219 seconds , respectively (1.3X overall speed up). From a global point of view, the elapsed time and the performance results of the other methods (BI, QR, MR and D&C) are very similar to one another. In addition to that, in the presence of deflation, the improvement is easily noticed for the TD&C algorithm, but it is rather moderate for the standard D&C algorithm. Therefore, once again, it is important to mention that when Table 6 .1. For BI, QR, MR, and D&C, the MKL SBR-implementation routine DSYRDD is used to transform the dense symmetric matrix A to tridiagonal.
only eigenvalues are computed, BI, QR, MR, and D&C count only for O(n 2 ) on the overall algorithm complexity and the leading term corresponding to the tridiagonal reduction phase is about 4/3n 3 . The time spent in this reduction phase can be as high as 90% of the total execution time when only eigenvalues are needed but more than 50% when eigenvectors are to be computed. Thus, no matter how D&C or the other methods get improved, the impact on the overall algorithm performance is rather negligible for large matrix sizes.
6.7.3. Practical matrices (Table 6. 3). The most important testing matrices are perhaps those which come from real applications. Figure 6 .6 shows the speed up and the performance in Gflop/s obtained by the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver as compared to BI, QR, MR and D&C for a set of more than 100 matrices arising in different scientific and engineering areas. Similar to synthetic testing matrices, the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithm out-performs all the other symmetric eigenvalue solvers, between two to three times faster, and achieves up to 36 Gflop/s. which measures the accuracy of the computed eigenpairs, and
which measures the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues compared to the reference eigenvalue δ , which are the exact eigenvalues (analytically known), or the ones computed by the QR iteration routine using LAPACK (DSTEV). The value ul p represents the machine precision computed by the LAPACK subroutine DLAMCH. Its value on the Intel Xeon, where the accuracy experiments were conducted, is equal to 2.220446049259313E-16. For most of the tests presented here, the original matrix is either generated from a multiplication of a given diagonal eigenvalue matrix by an orthogonal matrix or given directly as a symmetric matrix. Then, for the standard algorithms (QR, BI, MR and D&C), the symmetric dense matrix is first reduced to tridiagonal form using the DSYTRD routine and then solved using one of the algorithms cited above. While for our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver, the original matrix is reduced to band form, and then solved using the band D&C method according to the approach described in this paper. Therefore, the matrix B considered in the metrics (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), is either tridiagonal obtained from DSYTRD routine or band tridiagonal obtained from our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver. 6.8.2. Accuracy Evaluations. We present the results obtained using the accuracy metrics defined above, for all sets of the matrices described in the subsection 6.6. Our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver provides the three metrics with the same order of magnitude as compared to the other eigenvalue solvers. Figure 6 .8 depict the losses of orthogonality (6.1) and the maximal residual norm (6.2) for practical and interesting matrix categories and synthetic testing matrix type, respectively. These figures allow for the study of the errors with respect to the matrix size n. The error of our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver decreases when n increases, similarly to QR and D&C eigenvalue solvers. The observed accuracy is on of order of O( √ nε). However, it is clear that MR and BI do not achieve the same level of accuracy as QR, D&C and TD&C. Finally, after measuring the eigenvector orthogonality (6.1), the residual norms (6.2) and the eigenvalue accuracy (6.3), our TD&C framework is one of the most accurate symmetric eigenvalue solver algorithms, which gives us a certain confidence on the quality of the overall TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver presented in this paper. 7. Summary and Future Work. The Tile Divide and Conquer symmetric eigenvalue solver (TD&C) presented in this paper shows very promising results in terms of performance on multicore architecture as well as in terms of numerical accuracy. TD&C has been extensively tested using different matrix types against other well-known symmetric eigenvalue solvers such as the QR iteration (QR), the bisection (BI), the standard divide and conquer (D&C), and the multiple relatively robust representations (MRRR). The performance results obtained for large matrix sizes and certain matrix types are very encouraging. The proposed TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver reaches up to 14X speed up compared to the state-ofthe-art numerical open source library LAPACK V3.2, and up to 4X speed up against the commercial numerical library Intel MKL V10.2. Our TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver also proves to be one of the most accurate symmetric eigenvalue solvers available. The authors plan to eventually integrate this symmetric eigenvalue solver within the PLASMA library [3] . The authors are also currently looking at the eigenvector calculations. Indeed, the TD&C symmetric eigenvalue solver is not really appropriate for that purpose due to the large amount of extra flops required to accumulate them. The authors are investigating the possibility of applying a single rank-b modification (instead of b rank-one modifications), which would remove the cost of accumulating the subsequent orthogonal matrices to generate the eigenvectors.
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